The world’s been turned upside down in the past six weeks, and many people’s familiar routines of work, school, family, and friends are gone. Although GPs are not immune, the disruption we face is comparatively mild. We’ve changed our way of working, consulting mostly by phone or video link, but most of us are still going into the surgery and meeting colleagues, albeit at a two metre distance.

Many GPs are also staffing covid clinics in the community, and we’re getting used to donning and doffing masks and aprons. In our practice we had a phase of reorganisation, followed by a strange lull when almost all patient contacts were about coronavirus, and now a flood of patients who realise that their symptoms won’t wait until this is over. It feels good to get on with ordinary medicine again, picking up threads with patients who stayed away because they feared that we were too busy.

There are several things we’re not missing, and we’re breathing a collective sigh of relief as the regulatory burden on general practice is (temporarily) lifted. The Quality and Outcomes Framework, the Care Quality Commission, and annual appraisals are all on hold, and many of us feel able to concentrate for the first time in years on providing the best care possible to our patients, without constantly worrying about the hoops we need to jump through to keep practices afloat. We’re prioritising work according to our professional, clinical judgment.

Alas, this relief may be short lived. At the end of last year a new framework, the Care Quality Commission, and annual appraisals are all on hold, and many of us feel able to concentrate for the first time in years on providing the best care possible to our patients, without constantly worrying about the hoops we need to jump through to keep practices afloat. We’re prioritising work according to our professional, clinical judgment.

At the end of last year a new primary care network contract was proposed—the primary care network direct enhanced service—which didn’t go down well with the profession. A revised version has been presented that’s slightly less bad, but a special conference of local medical committees on 11 March voted against accepting it. Some fear that this is the route by which practices will lose their autonomy, with activity judged at network rather than practice level. Initially this applies to cancer care reviews and extended hours provision—but the direction of travel, towards ever closer integration, is what worries many GPs. There are also major concerns that the extra funding may not compensate for the work involved, leaving some practices worse off financially, particularly those looking after nursing homes.

Each practice must say yes or no next month, but many of us would like to hit pause. Now is not the moment to be taking decisions that will have major implications for the future of our practices and the way we work. In the middle of this pandemic, few of us have had the time or headspace to consider the 87 page contract in detail. We need to meet, discuss, and take decisions together: there’s much uncertainty about what will happen if a few of us say no or if many opt out.

Perhaps NHS England is hoping that we won’t have the energy to scrutinise what’s on offer and will sign up anyway, for fear of missing out on substantial funding. I have no illusions about the current reprise from micromanagement lasting; indeed, it may get worse. One of the likely outcomes of this primary care network direct enhanced service is yet more box ticking and hoop jumping—all of it of marginal benefit to our patients.
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